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1. INTRODUCTION 
Open mapping theorems and closely related ones such as closed graph 
theorems, theorems of the Lusternik type, subtraction theorems, and 
theorems on semicontinuity play an important role in mathematical 
analysis and have numerous applications in optimization, in mathematical 
programming, and in investigations of stability, solvability, or con- 
trollability. There have been so many works devoted to this subject that to 
varying degrees the theorems obtained seem to be unrelated and difficult to
be seen as of the same nature: approximation. In the preceding paper [4] 
we tried to overlook such theorems for a multifunction proving open map- 
ping theorems for both local and global situations in a unique manner 
including many known theorems of the same kind. In [IS] Ptak proved a 
general subtraction theorem for families of multifunctions. 
The aim of this note is to get a global open mapping theorem for families 
of multifunctions which includes Ptak’s theorem and our preceding result 
[4]. Although the theorem obtained is general enough, its proof is simple 
and straightforward, based on the same procedure as in [4]. 
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2. NOTATIONS 
A set X equipped with a functional d: Xx X + R + u { + y; ) satisfying 
the triangle inequality 
is called a quasimetric space. 
The subset B(x, Y) = {x’ E X: d(x, x’) < Y) is said to be a direct ball. An 
indirect ball is &x, r) = {x’ E X: d(x’, x) < Y}. For A c X we denote 
B(A, r)= UrtA B(x, r) and @A, Y) = U r;t A &x, r). 
A sequence x,, E X is called directly fundamental if for every F > 0 there 
exists N such that for n 2 N and m b n we have Iz(x,, x,) < C. 
A quasimetric space X is said to be directly complete if for each directly 
fundamental sequence x,, there is x E X with d(x,, s) + 0. Then we say that 
x,, converges to x and we write x, -+x. 
We say that a subset K of X is directly closed if from x, E K and 
d(x,, x) -+ 0 it follows that x E K. 
Let Y be another quasimetric space and T be a multifunction of X into 
Y, T: X-+ 2 ‘, i.e., a mapping which maps points of X on subsets (possibly 
empty) of Y. The set dom T= {.x E X: TX # (2(} is called the domain of T. 
T is said to be directly closed if its graph G(T) is directly closed, i.e., if 
4x,, .x1 -+ 0, ~ln E T-x,,, and d( Y,,, y) --) 0 then y E TX. Since a multifunction 
T can also be explained as a relation in Xx Y, instead of writing 
(x, v) E G(T) we write (x, y) E T, considering T the subset G(T) c Xx Y. 
The inverse multifunction is defined by 
T-‘y= {xEX: YE TX}. 
It is usually convenient to use the equivalence of the following four asser- 
tions concerning the relation between T and T-‘: 
Y E 4 TX, ~1, x E T- ‘f?( y,r), Txn&.w)#0, d(Tx, y)<r. 
In connection with these assertions we define, following Ptak [6], 
another multifunction R( T, r) : A’-+ 2 ’ by 
R(T, r)x= B(Tx, r) for all XEX. 
This multifunction can be explained as a modification of T obtained from 
T by allowing imprecisions of order Y in measuring on the images of T. 
Similarly we have four other equivalent assertions: 
x E b( T ‘I’, r), Tm ‘y n B(x, r) # 4, d(x, T--‘y) < r. 
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Another modifications of T obtained from T by allowing imprecisions of 
order r in measuring on the preimages of T is the multifunction D( T, r) 
defined by 
D( T, r)x = TB(x, r) for all x E X. 
Exchanging the roles of direct and indirect balls in the above definitions we 
introduce other multifunctions 
k(T, r)x=&Tx, r), 
b( T, r)x = T&x, r). 
It is not difficult to verify the following duality 
6(T, r)pl=R(Tp’, r). 
In practice it is hardly possible to get exactly a desired multifunction. We 
usually deal with approximate multifunctions, which can be regarded as a 
family T(r) of multifunctions depending on a small positive parameter r 
such that the desired multifunction appears as a limit in a suitable sense of 
this family. In the sequel we shall use the following notion of the limit of 
Ptak [:6]. 
Let A(r) c X, r E (0, ro), be a family of subsets. We define the limit of this 
family as 
lim A(r)= 0 U A(r), 
s>o r<s 
where the bar stands for the direct closure. 
For a family of multifunctions T(r): X-r 2 ‘, r E (0, ro), we define the 
limit T(0) by the condition 
T(0) ~ ‘y = lim T(r) ~ ‘y for each y E Y. 
It is easy to see the following two facts: 
(i) y E T(O)x means the existence of a sequence x, E X converging to 
x and a sequence of positive numbers r, -+ 0 such that y E T(r,) x,; 
(ii) for every multifunction T, R( T, 0) = T (the direct closure of T). 
We shall call a subset A c X an s-net (or an indirect s-net) for a subset 
B c X if for each x E B there exists x’ E A with d(x’, x) <E (or d(x, x’) < E, 
respectively). 
In the sequel Z will stand for either the interval (0, ro) or the interval 
(0, r01. 
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3. MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. Let X he u directly complete quasimetric spuce und Y he N 
quasimetric space. Let T(r) : X -+ 2 ‘, r E I, hr u ,family qf’ multifunctions. 
suppose 
(i) there ure three jidnctions s,m, and q of I into lR+ such that 
m(r) + 0 us r + 0, and 
T(m(r)) ‘y is an indirect s(r)-netfbr T(q(r))-‘) 
,for each r E I and y E dom T(q(r)) ‘; 
(ii) ,for each r E I there ure two sequences of positive numbers a, and b, 
depending on r such that a, = m(r), a,, E I, a, + 0, C,“= 1 b, < +co, and 
T(m(a, + l )) ‘y is un indirect b,-net for T(m(u,)) ‘~1 
.for all y E dom T(q(r)) -’ undfor n = 1, 2, . . . Then 
D T(O), s(r)+ f 
( 
b,, 
> 
= T(q(r)). 
n=l 
Proof: Let r E I and (x, y) E T(q(r)) be arbitrary and fixed. Since 
XE T(q(r))-‘y there is, by (i), x, E T(m(r))-‘y with d(x, x,)<s(r). Further, 
as T(m(a,)) -‘y forms an indirect b,-net for T(m(r))-‘y we can choose 
x2 E T(m(a,)) ‘y so that d(x,, x2) < b,. Continuing this process, in virtue 
of (ii) we obtain a directly fundamental sequence x, such that, for 
n = 1, 2, . . . . 
-L E T(m(a,,) 1~ ‘Y, 
4-x,,-x,+,)<b,,. 
By the completeness of X, x, + XEX. Since m(u,) + 0 as n + W, 
Xc T(O)-‘y. We have 
d(x,,X)<d(x,,xz)+d(xZ,x3)+ ... <b,+b,+ . . . . 
So d(x, X) d d(x, x,) + d(x,, 2) <s(r) + C,“=, 6,. Thus 
T(O)- ly, s(r)+ f b, 
n= I > 
or, equivalently, 
The proof is complete. 
6, 
n=l > 
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4. COROLLARIES 
We recall that a function w : I + Z is said to be a small function if the sum 
of the series 
a(t)=t+w(t)+w(w(t))+ ." 
is finite for every t E I. 
COROLLARY 1 (Ptak [6, Theorem 41). Let X and Y be two metric spaces, 
X complete. Let T(r): X + 2 ‘, r E I, be a family of multzfiinctions such that 
T(r,) CI T(r,) ifr, < rZ. Let m and q be two functions of I into R, such that 
(1) 
for each r E I. 
Suppose further that there exists a small function w such that m(r) d 
q(w(r)) for all r E I, and that m(r) + 0 as r does, Then, for all r E I, 
D(W), 4r)) =) T(q(r)). 
Proof Let r E Z, y E dom T(q( r)) - ’ and x E T(q(r)) - ly be arbitrary. 
From (1) it follows that (x, y)~D(T(m(r)), r) or, that is the same, 
x~B(‘T(m(r)))‘y, r). So there is X~E T(m(r)))‘y such that d(x, x,)<r, and 
assumption (i) of Theorem 1 is fulfilled with s(r) = r. To check the second 
one we take a, =r, b, =w(r), a,,, = w(a,), and b,+, = w(b,) for 
n = 1, 2, . . . . Since m(r) < q(w(r)) and T(.) is monotonic, we have 
T(m(r))p’~ = T(q(w(r)))F’y. 
By (1) it is clear that 
T(q(w(r)))-‘y=B(T(m(w(r)))~‘y, w(r)).
Thus, T(m(w(r))))‘y constitutes a w(r)-net for T(m(r)))‘y. Putting w(r) 
into the place of r in this we see that T(m(a,)))‘y is a b,-net for 
T(m(iz,)) ~ ‘y...  Continuing the process shows that assumption (ii) is also 
satisfied and finishes the proof. 
The following example shows that the assumptions of Theorem 1 may be 
satisfied even in the case when the family T( .) is monotonic in the opposite 
direction: T( tr ) 3 T( tz) if t 1 < t,. So the assumptions of Theorem 1 are 
really weaker than those of the subtraction theorem of Ptak. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let X= Y= [0, ro]. Let m(r) =q(t)= t and s(t)=0 for 
tel= (0, r,]. Let us define T(r): X-+ 2’ by 
T(r)x= 0, rc1-i c Y 
I 1 
for all .X- E X. 
Then T(~,)I T(t,) if f, d r,. 
Set a, = r, a,, E (0, r,], and h,, >O arbitrarily so that u,,JO and 
C,y=, h, < +co. Then it is easy to check that all the assumptions and the 
conclusion of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. 
The following two corollaries ensure us that in the special case when we 
have a single multifunction instead of a family, Theorem 1 really becomes 
an open mapping theorem. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X and Y he quasimetric spaces, X directly complete. 
Let T: X-+ 2’ he a directly closed multifunction. Suppose 
(i) there are three functions , m, and q of I into [w + such that 
m(r) -+ 0 as r does and 
T ~‘B( y, m(r)) is an indirect s(r)-net for T-‘&y, q(r)) 
for each r E Z and each y E B( TX, q(r)); 
(ii) for each Y E I there are two sequences of positive numbers a,, and b, 
such that a, = m(r), a, E I, a,, --* 0, C,“=, b, -C +CQ, and 
T-‘~(Y, m(a,+,)) IS an indirect b,-net for T- I&y, m(a,)) 
for all y E B( TX, q(r)) and n = 1, 2, . Then 
TB x, s(r) + f 
( 
b,, 
> 
= @TX, q(r)) 
“=I 
for all x E dom T and all r E I. 
Proof: Set T(t) = R( T, t). Since B( T- ‘, t) = R( T, t) ~ ’ we have 
T-‘&y, m(r)) = d(T- ‘, m(r)) y = R( T, m(r))-‘y = T(m(r))-‘y. 
Moreover, T(t)x = B(Tx, t) and then dom T(t)-’ = B(TX, t). So the 
assumptions of the corollary are no different han those of Theorem 1 for 
this special case. Now making use of Theorem 1 we have for all r E I and all 
xEdom T (=dom T(t) for all t30) 
b, 
> 
x 1 T(q(r)b; 
n=l 
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that is, since T(0) = T by the direct closedness of T, 
TB x,s(r)+ f b, 
> 
= B(Tx, q(r)). 
n=l 
The proposition of the corollary then follows 
Corollary 2 is an extension of Theorem 3 in Ptak [6]. 
COROLLARY 3 [cf. 4, Theorem 21. Let X and Y be as in Theorem 1. Let 
T: X -+ 2’ be a directly closed multifunction such that for each Y E I there are 
two sequences of positive numbers a,, and b, satisfying the following 
conditions 
i(i) C,“= , b,, =c r; 
(ii) a,+Oasn+co; 
(iii) for all x E dom T 
TB(x, b,) forms an a,, +,-net for B( TX, a,,). Then 
TB(x, r) 3 B( Tx, a,) 
for all x E X and all r E I. 
Proof. If x 4 dom T, the conclusion of the corollary is trivial. We have 
to consider only points x E dom T. Setting s(t) E 0, m(t) = q(t) = t, and 
T(t) =: R( T, t) we see that assumption (i) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Since 
T(t))‘y= T-‘&x, t), to check the second one it suffices to show that for 
all yE B(TX, a,) and for n= 1, 2, . . . 
Tp’&4’, a,,+ ,I constitutes an indirect b,-net for T-‘B( y, a,,). 
From y E B( TX, a,) it follows that T-‘&y, a,) # @ and then, following 
the lines below, T-‘B(y, a,) # @ for n = 1,2, . . . . Let n be fixed and 
xE T-‘I?( y, a,) be arbitrary. We have to find x1 E T-‘&y, a,+,)n 
B(x, 14,). Since y E B( TX, a,,), there exists, by (iii), x1 E B(x, b,) and y, E TX, 
forwhichy,EB(y,a,+,).Sox,ET-‘y,cT~’B(y,a,+,)andisadesired 
point. 
The conclusion of Theorem 1 yields 
= T(a,). 
Now let x E dom T be arbitrary. Then, since T(0) = T, 
D(T, r)x 1 T(a,)x; 
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i.e., 
TB( .Y, Y) 2 B( TX, N , ), 
which completes the proof. 
As has been shown in [4], Theorem 2 there includes many theorems 
related to open mapping theorems such as PtBk’s closed graph theorem 
[S] and generalizations of the Lusternik theorem: Ioffe and Tihomirov’s 
theorem [2, p. 341, Miljutin’s theorem [3, Theorem 2.11, Osmolovskii’s 
theorem [ 1, Theorem 1.41, and Dmitruk’s theorem [ 1, Theorem 1.63. So 
Theorem 1 of this note can be considered a kind of extension of them. 
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